PCB for decoder installation in Märklin Ae 8/14, 8054mtc/8055mtc
The circuit boards 8054mtc and 8055mtc were developed for the Märklin Ae 8/14 especially
for the use of our light modules 8088.
In this combination all light functions are conveniently available individually or combined via
decoder mapping.
The version 8054mtc has no amplifier stage for Aux3/4 and is intended for decoders with
amplified outputs Aux3/4.
The version 8055mtc amplifies the outputs Aux3/4, and is intended for decoders with logic
level at Aux3/4.

Changeover switch for
Overhead line operation

Space for decoder
(Decoder not included)

Connection to Lüssi light modules 8088
To be able to use all light functions, you need 6 function outputs of the decoder.
These are: F0f, F0r, Aux1, Aux2, Aux3 and Aux4.
These outputs are all present on the 8054mtc and 8055mtc PCBs, on 8055mtc Aux3 and Aux4
are amplified.

Connection (basic function)

Light module
8088, front
D+
Lv
Lh
Aux

8054mtc/8055mtc
Left connections
Dec+
Lv
Aux1
Aux2

8054mtc/8055mtc
Right connections

Dec+
Lh
Aux3
Aux4

Light module
8088 rear

D+
Lv
Lh
Aux

Function
Plus voltage
Front A-Light
LED white bottom right front
LED red front
Plus voltage
Rear A-light
LED white bottem right rear
LED red rear

Connection of 8054mtc/8055mtc with second locomotive half
Original circuit board
in second loco half

Decoder-PCB
8054mtc/8055mtc

You therefore need an additional stranded wire between the two locomotive halves for Aux4
to the rear light module at Aux. In the wiring above the changed strands are colour-coded for
clarity, you can of course also use the less conspicuous black strands.
Connect the left light module as shown above.

Equipping the locomotive with two decoders *
If you want to treat your locomotive to two decoders to further improve the driving
characteristics (one decoder per motor), you will need the circuit board 8054mtc or 8055mtc
twice.

Light module
8088 front
D+
Lv
Lh
Aux

8054mtc/8055mtc
Left side PCB
Dec+
Lv
Aux1
Aux2

P
GND
DecPwr (here red)

8054mtc/8055mtc
Right side PCB

Dec+
Lv
Aux1
Aux2
P
GND
DecPwr

Light module
8088 rear

D+
Lv
Lh
Aux

Function
Plus voltage
Front A-Light
LED white bottom right front
LED red front
Plus voltage
Rear A-Light
LED white bottem right rear
LED red rear
Pantograph
Loco ground (case)
Traction current for decoders

E With this variant, only three strands are needed between the two halves of the locomotive.
* Two decoders in one locomotive only makes sense with DCC. With MFX, a locomotive
equipped in this way could only be operated as "double traction".

